Substitution of residues at the double dimer interface affects the stability and oligomerization of goose delta-crystallin.
Delta-crystallin is the major structural protein in avian and reptilian eye lenses, and confers special refractive properties. The protein is a homotetramer arranged as a dimer of dimers. In the present study, the roles of the side chains of Glu267, Lys315, and Glu327, which provide hydrogen bonds at the double dimer interface, were investigated. Hydrophobic side chain substitution led to all mutant proteins having an unstable dimer interface. The E267L/E327L mutant had the greatest sensitivity to temperature, urea and guanidinium hydrochloride denaturation, and the most extensive exposure of hydrophobic patches, as judged by 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonic acid fluorescence, CD, and tryptophan fluorescence. In contrast, the E267L/K315L/E327L mutant showed higher stability than the E267L/E327L mutant. Some level of the dissociated dimeric form was observed in the K315L mutant, but it was not observed for the K315A and E267L/K315L mutants. The E327L mutant was partially in the dissociated dimeric form, whereas the E267/E327L mutant was predominantly dissociated into dimers. In contrast, the triple mutant of E267L/K315L/E327L retained a tetrameric structure. In the presence of urea, a stable monomeric intermediate with higher stability than the wild type was identified for the K315A mutant. Disruption of interfacial interactions at Glu267 led to polymerization of partly unfolded intermediates in the presence of 3 m urea. However, these polymeric forms were not observed with combinations of the E267L mutation with other mutations. These results indicate that these hydrogen bonds, which are present at different contact surfaces in the dimer-dimer interface, perform distinct functions in double dimer assembly. The coordination of these interactions is critical for the stability and tetramer formation of delta-crystallin.